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For decades, small-scale biogas systems have collected methane from landfills, sewage plants,
and farms. Now, in Europe and the U.S., the growth of this renewable form of natural gas is
taking off as businesses capture large amounts of methane from manure, food waste, and
other sources.
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n the next few weeks, construction crews will begin building an anaerobic digester on the Goodrich
Family Farm in western Vermont that will transform cow manure and locally sourced food waste into
renewable natural gas (RNG), to be sent via pipeline to nearby Middlebury College and other customers
willing to pay a premium for low-carbon energy.
For the developer, Vanguard Renewables, the project represents both a departure and a strategic bet.
The firm already owns and operates five farm-based biogas systems in Massachusetts; each generates
electricity on site that is sent to the grid and sold under the state’s net-metering law. The Vermont project,
however, is Vanguard’s first foray into producing RNG — biogas that is refined, injected into natural gas
pipelines as nearly pure methane, and then burned to make electricity, heat homes, or fuel vehicles.
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“Producing RNG for pipeline injection and vehicle fueling is the evolution of where everything is
going” in the biogas sector, says John Hanselman, Vanguard’s CEO.
Biogas has been around for a long time in the United States, mainly in the form of rudimentary
systems that either capture methane from landfills and sewage treatment plants and use it to produce small
amounts of electricity, or aging digesters at dairy operations that might power a local farm and send some
surplus power to the grid. But those are fast becoming outdated and out-produced by a new wave of largescale renewable natural gas projects that are springing up around the country. These ventures are tapping
into heretofore unexploited sources of energy: some are capturing the vast amounts of methane generated
by manure from some of the 2,300 hog farms that dot eastern North Carolina; some are building
biodigesters to turn clusters of large California dairy farms into energy hubs; and some are seeking to
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divert food waste from landfills and transform it into vehicle and heating fuels.
Renewable natural gas is reaching a tipping point for several reasons: An increasing number of thirdparty operators like Vanguard are relieving farmers and landfills of the burden of running their own energy
systems and are introducing more sophisticated technologies to capture methane and pump it directly into
pipelines. Some states, including California, are passing laws requiring the development of renewable
natural gas. And utilities across the country are starting to support these new initiatives, as evidenced by
the new partnership between Dominion Energy and Smithfield Farms — the world’s largest pork producer
— to develop new hog waste biogas projects. For proponents, the ultimate goal is to replace a significant
portion of the fossil-derived natural gas streaming through U.S. pipelines with pure methane generated by
human garbage and animal and agricultural waste.
“If you can recover energy before sending what remains back to the soil, that’s a great thing,” said
Nora Goldstein, the longtime editor of BioCycle Magazine, which has covered the organics recycling and
anaerobic digestion industries for decades. “You look at all those benefits and say, ‘Why aren’t more
people doing this?’ The key is you need to do it correctly.”
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The untapped potential — especially of the billions of gallons of animal manure and millions of tons
of food waste generated each year in the U.S. — is immense. According to a 2014 “Biogas Opportunities
Roadmap” report produced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Agriculture,
and the Department of Energy, the U.S. could support at least 13,000 biogas facilities, fed by manure,
landfill gas, and biosolids from sewage treatment plants. Those new systems could produce 654 billion
cubic feet of biogas per year — enough renewable energy to power 3 million homes. And a study by the
World Resources Institute estimated that the 50 million tons of organic waste sent to landfills or
incinerated every year in the U.S has the energy content of 6 billion gallons of diesel fuel, 15 percent of all
diesel consumed by heavy-duty trucks and buses.
Experts say that the growing utilization of biogas could help lower greenhouse gas emissions from
some of the toughest sectors to decarbonize — transportation, industry, and heating buildings — even as it
reduces heat-trapping methane emissions, keeps organic waste out of landfills, and prevents manure runoff
into rivers and water supplies. Through anaerobic digestion, biogas can be made from any organic material
— food scraps, agricultural residues, even the sludge left over from brewing beer. These materials are fed
as a slurry into tanks where microbes feast on them in the absence of oxygen, destroying pathogens,
producing methane and other gases, and leaving a nutrient-rich fertilizer as a byproduct.
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In the field of renewable natural gas, the U.S. is playing catch up with Europe, which has more than
17,400 biogas plants and accounts for two-thirds of the world’s 15 gigawatts of biogas electricity capacity.
Denmark alone, a country of 5.8 million people, has more than 160 biogas systems. For a period last
summer, 18 percent of the gas consumed in Denmark came from RNG produced by its anaerobic
digesters. Flush with their success, Danish bioenergy firms estimate it will be feasible to fully replace the
country’s natural gas with renewable natural gas within 20 years.
The former manager of the EPA’s anaerobic digestion programs, Chris Voell, was so impressed with
Denmark’s biogas operations — which are highly engineered to digest a mix of household food scraps,
residuals from food processing businesses, and livestock manure — that he now works for the Danish
Trade Council to introduce Danish digester technology and business models to the U.S market.
As with most climate initiatives, California is leading biogas efforts in the U.S. The state’s Low
Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) — which provides incentives for fuel producers to increase the amount of
low-carbon or renewable fuels they supply and sell — is a key component of the state’s ambitious climate
plan and has catalyzed the rapid growth of a new, lucrative market for RNG as a vehicle fuel.
Companies like Maas Energy Works and California Bioenergy have responded to these incentives by
installing digesters at California’s dairy farms at a rapid clip. Maas has built 17 so far, with 12 more under
construction and 32 others in development, according to its website. Both companies are racing to take
advantage of valuable LCFS incentives.
And both are among a growing crop of specialized, investor-backed firms that build, own, and operate
anaerobic digesters in the U.S. “With every day the industry is gaining more credibility,” Voell says.
“We’re seeing more professional third-party companies. And in order to see this scale, it takes those
professionals to come in and build 10, 20, 50 projects, and access a lot of equity investors. They want a
portfolio of projects to invest in, not just one.”
In North Carolina, the abundant feedstock is hog manure. And the latest entrant in the RNG race is
Smithfield, the world’s biggest grower of hogs. North Carolina is the second-largest pork-producing state
(after Iowa). Each day, more than 2,000 of its hog farms flush manure from 9 million pigs into vast
lagoons, which emit equally vast quantities of methane. Ninety percent of those farms are contract
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growers for Smithfield.
Late last year, Smithfield launched a joint venture, Align RNG, with a Virginia-based utility,
Dominion Energy, to invest $250 million in covering lagoons and installing anaerobic digesters at nearly
all of its hog finishing farms in North Carolina, Utah, and Missouri over the next 10 years. Construction is
already underway on four projects that will produce enough RNG to power 14,000 homes and businesses.
These systems will all be modeled on Optima KV, a biogas project in Kenansville, North Carolina, in
the heart of hog country. Last year, Optima KV became the first project in the state to produce and inject
RNG into an existing natural gas pipeline.
The factors that made Optima KV possible — along with the waste from 60,000 pigs on five nearby
farms, and a centralized system to clean and upgrade the gas — include a state renewable energy portfolio
standard law signed in 2007. That law contained a requirement that utilities source at least 0.2 percent of
their electricity from swine and poultry waste by 2020. That mandate helped push Duke Energy, one of the
biggest utilities in the U.S., to sign a 15-year agreement to purchase 80,000 million BTUs of RNG from
Optima KV. That biogas will directly displace the use of fossil natural gas and generate 11,000 megawatthours of power in two of Duke’s power plants.
Vanguard’s new operation in Vermont represents an alternative model for scaling up RNG production.
The company’s digesters are more complex and expensive — engineered to produce a consistent output of
gas even as feedstocks and other conditions change — than the systems being built in California. The
California systems basically cover huge dairy waste lagoons with plastic membranes and then extract,
refine, and pipe the gas to customers.
“We take a more high-tech approach primarily because we need to produce a lot more gas from a
much smaller footprint,” Hanselman says. “We don’t have the luxury of a 10,000-cow dairy.”
Along with the daily stream of 100 tons of manure from the Goodrich farm’s 900 cows, and 165 tons
of food waste, a number of factors have come together to make Vanguard’s Vermont project possible. In
Middlebury College, Vanguard found a large customer eager to slash its carbon footprint. A new law about
to take effect in Vermont will ban food waste from landfills starting in 2020, forcing grocery stores and
food processors to find new places to send their waste.
And Goodrich Farm will get free heat, monthly lease payments for hosting the system, and bedding
for its cows from the leftover digested solids — cost savings that can offer a lifeline for dairy farmers in a
period of disastrously low milk prices.
Hanselman, Vanguard’s CEO, says that a key element to expanding RNG is taking the burden of
running the system off of farmers. Hanselman encountered many irate farmers who had negative
experiences with a previous generation of digesters that had been sold to them as a low-maintenance, lowcost solution to their nutrient management problems. In fact, digesters are finicky machines, sensitive to
changes in temperature and the variability of organic material in feedstocks. Says Hanselman, “We tell our
farmers, ‘Your job is to make milk, healthy cows, and take care of your fields and soils. Let us run these
machines.’”
RNG has flourished in Europe in part because of generous subsidy programs; such comprehensive
policies are lacking on the federal level in the U.S., which has a chaotic patchwork of regional and state
markets, utilities, incentives, and policies. But Hanselman and others foresee that in the next several years,
more states will mandate renewable natural gas production, further strengthening the fledgling biogas
market.
“It feels extremely similar to solar,” says Hanselman, who used to run a solar company. “We are in the
early days of RNG. Everyone will be running from program to program trying to figure out which states
are beneficial, and how to best get RNG into the marketplace.”
Market forces alone, however, won’t be enough to usher in a biogas revolution. The single policy that
could supercharge the growth of biogas and RNG in the U.S., most industry observers and insiders agree,
is a federally legislated price on carbon. But given that a carbon tax or comprehensive climate bill aren’t
likely to emerge any time soon under the current administration, Hanselman says the next best thing the
federal government could do is reinstate the investment tax credit for digester systems, which lapsed in
2016.
Despite these challenges, Voell thinks there is now enough momentum to see biogas finally gain
widespread traction as a renewable energy source in the U.S.
“I’m more encouraged now more than ever, because I’m actually seeing some projects getting built,”
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he says. “The states are stepping up with policies. And we’re seeing a revolution now where gas utilities
are coming on board. Utilities wield a lot of power. If they decide RNG is something they’d like to see
more of, then we’ll start to see the needle move more on the policy front.”
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A note of caution regarding our comment sections:
For months a stream of media reports have warned of coordinated propaganda efforts targeting political
websites based in the U.S., particularly in the run-up to the 2016 presidential election.
We too were alarmed at the patterns we were, and still are, seeing. It is clear that the provocateurs are far
more savvy, disciplined, and purposeful than anything we have ever experienced before.
It is also clear that we still have elements of the same activity in our article discussion forums at this time.
We have hosted and encouraged reader expression since the turn of the century. The comments of our
readers are the most vibrant, best-used interactive feature at Reader Supported News. Accordingly, we are
strongly resistant to interrupting those services.
It is, however, important to note that in all likelihood hardened operatives are attempting to shape the
dialog our community seeks to engage in.
Adapt and overcome.
Marc Ash
Founder, Reader Supported News
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this looks very interesting. let's hope it works.
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and let's hope trump doesn't hear about so he can kill it.
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# Thomas Martin 2019-07-28 23:43
Burning natural gas, no matter what its source, is in no way “renewable” … period. The equation
is CH4 + 2 O2 -> CO2+ 2 H2O + energy, and the CO2 rises into the atmosphere to increase global
warming. Why would Middlebury College pay a premium for this … just because CH4 comes
from cow manure? OK – I understand that if people eat beef, and the manure the cow ate before
being slaughtered is collected, people could go on enjoying beef-eating, and a captured by-product
the cow’s excrement could be burned. This is not doing anything that’s renewable though.
Inevitably the CO2 coming from burning the cow’s excrement goes into the atmosphere to
increase global warming, and gets there by this scheme only by paying a higher price for CH4.
How about trying solar energy or wind energy and the like? I suggest Middlebury use the premium
they would otherwise pay for CH4 coming from cows to tap into non-polluting clean-energy
sources – this at a lower price, and at the same time reducing net CO2 emissions. The only
beneficiaries of not doing this are the entrepreneurs trying to sell bullshit.
# lfeuille 2019-07-29 10:06
It may be renewable, but is it clean? Pipeiines mean methane leaks.
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"An increasing number of third-party operators like Vanguard are relieving farmers and landfills
of the burden of running their own energy systems "
As the article mentions but doesn't emphasize, dairy farmers have tried to do this for years. The
problems have been that running the digester is a full time job and requires specialist knowledge,
things farmers can't do. Also, the electric companies have been "reluctant" to pay the farmers for
the electricity they generated from the gas, IOW the electric companies have been complete
Arshelochern.
If separate companies with the knowledge to do this take over, dairy farmers will win twice. One
is that they can get rid of the manure without running afoul of environmental regulations. Another
is that they get an extra source of income.
Right now with feed prices being high and milk prices being low, very few farms are not losing
money. That is the reason that last year set a record for the number of family dairy farms going out
of business.
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